### Psychology

**Internship**
- Complete one of the optional internships: PSY 4944 Psychology Internship or CLP 4950 Abnormal Psychology Field Experience

**Research**
- Participate in a structured research program such as UROP or Honors in the Major
- OR
- Conduct research with a faculty member for at least one semester AND complete a formal dissemination of research

**Service**
- Complete and log on ServScript 200 community service hours that align with personal and/or professional interests; research hours can be logged as service if they fulfill a community need

---

**Other Options**

**International Leadership**

*Students must complete 2 of 3 engagement areas in the semester prior to graduation.*

**Contact Us**
- garnetandgoldscholar@fsu.edu
- garnetandgoldscholar.fsu.edu
- #GGSSFSU